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Notwithstand.ing the body of venerable and formidabie criticism (e.g., Birnbaum,

7962; Bakan, 1966; Meehl, 1967; Morrison & Henkel, 1970)' demand remains unwa-

vering for inferential argument articulated via si,gnificance' To date there are several

porriüI" grounds for this persistence; perhaps foremost of these being a certain ob-

jecti'ity obtrin"d from aigorithmic qualification of results. Relieved of the burden

äf ,".jt qualification, research requires only the null hlpothesis prediction. In this

paper *= .turrd with previous objection to the current standard by arguing that its

,rr"g" has lndesirable effects on theory development and therefore should be modified

so that prediction takes a more specific form. Having discussed this and in view of

other considerations, an alternative is put forward and discussed'

Let us start with the notion that behavioral science has the job of determining

whether or not reiationships (orderly effects) exist between operationalized identities.

For example, one particular situation might iead us to ask whether cognitive visu-

alization is positively related to intelligence. If the reader generally aglees this to

be a reasonable approach, we suggest that a feedback from the inference method is

responsible. That is, our perspective to research thinking - call it meta-methodologl',

is just the other side of how we go about testing our theories. "Knowing" beforehand

our method of reckoning, it shon's up in the thinking; in the example above, the
,'r,hether" corresponds to a search for a "significant" relationship between visualiza-

tion and intelligencel.
It is natural, of course, that young research traditions require these questions of

n hether differences exist, as well as much subsequent sketching out and exploration.

But practice as dictated by sole si,gn'ificance testing concentrates only on promising

results u,ithout specification of the parameters to be tested. In one notable example,

cognitive dissonance, even after forty years the level of measurement is never used in

the specification of hlpotheses. Is this a satisfactory development of the ideas being

considered? Does our science become more precise?

With these last questions we have in mind two aspects of our science which partic-

ularly sufier from the non-specificity of current quaiitative inferential methods based

solely on the null hlpothesis. First, consider the troubles involved in the communi-

cation of find.ings reported by significance difference. The comparison and contrast

rAs has been pointed out elsewhere, sign'if,cance doesn't even answer this question!
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of experimental results is not straight forward. one has to work backwards from the

reporting. The current methods afford an accumulation of knowledge at a qualitative

level, one which is often incomparable and necessitate the obviousiy inaccurate and

complicated subsequent dredging of meta-analysis. A-11 to answer the question of how

variables are related.

And this raises the second point; are we content to argue that a target exists

to shoot at or do we have some basic relationships which might gurde us around at

d.ifierent targets. That is. if we are seeking to answer how our variabtres are related,

and we have in our possession pertinent findings - we are then ready to ask those

more specifi.c questions and develop more specific theories. In sum, while it is indeed

inevitable that a mirage of alluring new variables and theories remain on the horizon,

it is necessary to have more exact and precise statements and results with which to

specify current knowledge.

O.1. Fostis. It has been argued that the incorporation of quantitative predictions

into our inferential methods will result in more precise theory development. One ai-

ternative which facilitates this need. is the Four Srep Lrference Strategr or Fostts2.

While Fosrrs indeed begins with the precise specification of an alternative hypoth-

esis, as an inference strategy, it is something more.

Fosns is an orchestration of several well made contributions (not all of which

are well known in the behavioral sciences) chosen to capitalize their strengths on

particular tasks. Rather than getting bogged down in difficult arguments already

m"de elsewhere, the plan for the remainder of the paper will be: 1) state guiding

principles which offer a general idea for a theory testing strategr', 2) present Fosns

and highlight its design, 3) consider a specific example with Fosns, 4) discuss and

offer concluding remarks.

PntNcrPltrs:

f,1 Evidential Inference (likelihood):

Hypotheses are adjudged in light of their felicity n'ith experimental data (evi-

dence); it is the experimental result which has occurred. Determination is not made

whether a certain data set is more or Iess probable r:nder a hypothesis.

ft2 Relative Co'tft rmation:

L'se of a measure of the relative confirmation of one hypothesis against another,

not an absolute measure of single hlpotheses. As is comrnon, we might refer to a pair

of hlpotheses as H1o; and H1r;.

#3 Fair ComPetition:

� rman jou rna1s (Wi t t e ,1977andWi t t e .1989 )aswe l l as in
the book Signi'fikanz unl, statistische Inferenz, Witte. 1980'
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The a priori probabilities of hypotheses Hloy and H11; hlpotheses are made equal.

The result of this demand is that Hloy and H1r; are of the same kind (e.g., hypotheses

are both simple point values along a parameter, or both are intervals of equal lengths).

ff4 Predefsrnination of Error:

The acceptable Tlpe I (o) and Type II (B) error rates for H1o; and H1r; are

determined and stated at the beginning of research.

#5 Error S5rmmetrY:
Typ" I and Typ" II error rates are set equal. As both hypotheses are being

numerically fixed, either error leads research astray and any incorrect inference must

be treated s'ith the same degree of caution.

f6 Hypothesis Scrutiny (maximum likelihood):

\\Ihen hypothesis Hlry has received empirical support relative to hlpothesis H1o;,

the extent to which the confirmation of H1t; depends on the improbabi.lity of Hloy

must be considered. This is to say, no other hypothesis relative to the alternative

hlpothesis should be better corroborated by the data than wouid be expected by

predetermined errors.

f7 Explained Variance Qualification:
When substantial inferential faith can be placed in a theory and its predictions,

it is stiii necessary to determine and report the amount of expiained variance in the

data.
Having betrayed the general perspectives in the work, we proceed to the pro-

posal. Fosns consists of a plan of four steps, the combined sequence of which takes

research on a course from start to finish. After meeting the requirements of the

planning elements in step one, FoSTIS makes a relati,ue compari'son in step two and

scratini.zes this comparison in step three. If reached. step four asks f.ot erplained

u ari an ce qu ali,fi cati o n.

Step I (the empirical condition).

First and foremost we must have two competing hypotheses specified, the easiest

case being simple point hlpotheses. Exploratory data and/or past research offers a

basis for the proposal of a specific point value along the parameter of interest for the

hypotheses. It may also be naturai to afford this determination by the specification

oilrojectud efiect sizes (Ier,1', 1967; Cohen, 1969; McGraw & Wong, 1992).

Suppose that the nuII hypothesis Hloy and the alternative hypothesis H1t; have

been specified. Gir,'en this information, r'e rnust now hal'e some idea of a general yet

reliable plan or condition under which the two hlpotheses will be compared. As the

theory of Neyrnan and Pearson offers a firm base, it is prescribed as planning theory-

As a matter of principle and based on the characteristics of our phenomena' we

choose a value A and set
a :  / \ :  0 .
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The required minimum sample size n is easy to determine (Cohen,1977) and we are

ready to coliect the empiricai evidence.

Step II (Wald's likelihood ratio test).
When the empirical condition is met in the first step and the experiment has

been conducted. the two hlpotheses are read5r to be compared. To test the relative

Iikelihood of the two hypotheses given the experimental result, rn'e form the likelihood

ratio and use Wald's criterion3 (the ratio of power to Type I error):

( t -  0 )
LI

A likelihood ratio conveys the extent to which one hypothesis is more or less

likely than the other, given the experimental results. Likelihoodsa are closely related

to probabiiities, though the interpretation of the 
'critical 

value is somewhat different

than in the Neyman Pearson sense. As proved by Wald, the criterion assures us that

the aiternative hypothesis will pass step two in (1-P)% of the cases that the alternative

hypothesis is true. This test does not need a subjective probability estimation of a

hypothesis. because it is a relative confumation test which eliminates the subjective

probability of the hypotheses by testing like hypotheses.

Should the ratio pass the criterion. substantial faith can then be placed in the

alternative vis-a-vis the null hypothesis. From a larger perspective however, the

alternative hlpothesis must be passed on to the step three for scrutiny in terms of all

other possible hlpotheses. On the other hand, if the ratio fails to pass the test, the

alternative hypothesis can not be accepted for further consideration and the anaiysis

terminates by reporting the empirical sample's parameters (mean and variance).

Step III (maximum likelihood test).
When the alternative hypothesis has been judged satisfactory with respect to

its counterpart, the question remains as to whether that confirmation has depended

solely on the improbability of the null hypothesis. To do so, the ratio of matirnum

Ii.keti,hood, (the most likely hypothesis given the data) is tested with respect to the

aiternative hypothesis :

Here rne are further demanding that the hypothesis which is best supported by the

empirical result be no more than $€) ti-"r as likely than the alternative hypothesis.

3Sequential Analysis. \l-ald, 1947.
4A detailed der,'elopment of likelihood (a concept conceptualized by Fisher) and its relationship

to probability is given in Edv'ards, 1972.

L (Yl:L-\
\ r , /vw

c (af")
L ( r y )

( r -  p )
L,T.
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That is. even if we have good reason to believe in our alternative, we want to make

sure that no other h1'pothesis is that much more likeiy'

Step IV.
The folrth step derives from the discussion about the observed effect size by

Cohen (Lg77). There are many measures of effect size and it is not easy to choose

an acceptable one. W-e might recornmend a coefficient of determination of 10%, that

is, if the hypothesized d.ifference can determine at least t0% of the variance between

variables then the theoretical explanation is precise enough to be an instance for the

test of the theory. This criterion has nothing to do with the probability modei of

statistical inference. It takes into consideration the error of measurement rather than

the error of t'rong decision between two hypotheses'

It is unfortlnate that this type of question is often only asked at the point of meta-

anaiysis and not at each experiment. Normaily, this criterion has been used indirectiy

if the difference, e.g., between the theoretically predicted means, was related to the

empirically estimated error variance in a t-test planning strategy at the beginning of

the inference procedure.
At the end of the test strateggr, we ask whether this assumption is satisfied' One

conseguence of this criterion is that the hypotheses should be formulated in such a

way at the beginning that they are strong enough to be differentiated from a random

effect under the testing condition. That is, the measurement of the variables must

be precise for the test. Should the enterprise fail to pass this criterion, it might be

p*.iUl" to seek the red.uction of error variance and not the alteration of the alternative

hlpothesis.

O.Z. Example. Many of our hlpotheses are formulated as mean differences and

tested by the t-test. First, one must estimate the standard deviation of the measure-

ment. Second. the alternative hlpothesis must be precisely stated. Let us consider an

exarnple where from past research it is predicted that the difference between null and

alternative hlpotheses is one half of the standard deviation. d:0.5. As a matter of

principle we set c :.05 : p. With the specification of these parameters, the sample

size can be determined in the planning of the experimental condition. For this see

Table Z.Z.Z n Cohen's usefirl handbook (pages 28 - 39). A rough approximation for

the determination of the sample size is gr.ren by the formuia

^  (  , .  ,  : ( 1  - P ) \ '
n : 2 x [ z ( t - o - ) +  

,  )

In our example. this prod.uces (after rounding up) a sample size of 88, which

corresponds to Cohen's table 2-4-1 (pages 54 - 55)'

After the planning of the experiment it is carried out. Suppose for our example

that the empirical value found corresponds to a d : 0.53, obviously very close to our
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prediction. The likelihood ratio of the two hlpotheses is determined with d : 0.00

(nu11) and d : 0.50 (alternative). There are very many ways to do this. One simple

way would be to resohe all problems with the help of the normal distribution and

standard.ized z-values. For this reason) the noncentral t-distribution is transformed

into a normal d.istribution with a theoretically expected mean as a z-value (see Cohen,

ISTT, p.456). Alt these z-values are on the same scale and can be added or subtracted

for calculating the probability densities n'hich are equivaient to the likelihoods if ratios

are taken into consideration. This is the reason why the tabu,lated ordinates of the

normal distribution are used to caiculate the Iikelihood ratios.

At first the z-value of the theoretical expectation is calculated as the mean of the

noncentral t-distribution:

(o .so*sz*y@*as): 3 . 3 0z ( H 1 1 1 w i t h  d : 0 . 5 0 ) : (2 *  87 + 1.27x (1.65 -  1.06))

and z(empirical with d :0.53) :3.50.

Now we have to determine the probability densities under the two distributions

with d(I110)) : 0.00, z(I/10)) : 0.00 and d(H<r) : 0.50 and z(/{1rl) : 3'30'The

ordinate und'er the fi'rst distribution is s(I/1ol) : 0'0009 and under the second dis-

tribution E(I/frl) : 0.3910. The likelihood ratio test leads t" # :434-M. This is

greater than f : ? : 19 which is the critical value of the second step. Thus, the

alternative hlpothesis is significantly confirmed.

The third step of Fosrrs is the qualification of the confirmed hypothesis in light of

the hypothesis best confirmed by the data. Thus, the likeiihood ratio of the confirmed

hypothesis and that hypothesis which is best supported by the data is calculated,

as formulated in step three. The maximal ordinate of the normal distribution is

q(I1t-*l) : 0.3989. The ratio is 1.02 q'hich is less than 19 as the critical value and

therefore passes that steP.
Finaliy, the observed effect size of d : 0.53 which is greater than the medium

efiect defined. in Cohen(1977), however, Ieads to a coefficient of determination r :

0.06 . Thus. the criterion of the fourth step has not been passed. Because of the

hypothetically assumed d :0.50 such a result is not astonishing. This last step gives

us an impression of the errors of measurement in the test of our theories.

0.8. Discussion. Afber fixing the Tlpe I and Typ" II errors in step I of Fosus'

they are to serye as a base for all criteria. If the experimental condition of step one

has been met. but the likelihood ratio in step tn'o fails to reach the critical value,

we can either asslune that hypothesis was poorly made or that experimentation was

flawed. If the alternative hlpothesis is passed on to the third step only to fail there,

possibly a very rare occurrence. then it would appear that a revision of the alternative
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hypothesis and a new test of the revision is in order. This would be the case where

the empirical results are much more different from the null hypothesis than predicted.

If all three steps of the testing procedure have been passed but the fourth has

been failed, the question is generaliy whether the theory is useful to explain data in
the given context. One consequence is to increase the precision of the measurement
or to increase the theory to more specific conditions. The critical value recommended

is an amount classified by Cohen (1977) between medium and large. This is a rather
strong criterion, but we ofben forget that our theories are used to explain or predict

complex daily events, or results in an experimental setting with complex influences.
LInder a principle of parsimony, it is easier to assume that a theory has no influ-

ence, than to advance a more complicated explanation with little empirical evidence.

This critical value has the technical firnction of being too limited to empirical re-

sults that are not too near to the null effect. If the theoretical effect size is only

mediocre, and the empirical results are still smaller, then there comes a point at

which the strength of the theory is so modest that it is more acceptable to ignore the

theoreticai influence postulated.
In general. the main strategy should predict no influence, and accept a theoret-

ically postulated influence only if it can no longer be ignored under the empirical

conditions. Our significance tests, however, implicitly follow the stratery of accept-

ing each hlpothesis should something not be able to be subsumed under a random
effect. There is no limit to the smalhress of such influence e>rpressed in a measure

of effect size. Cohen's guideiines are very lenient torn'ards the theoretician; a small

but acceptable effect explains I% of the total variance, and what is cailed a large

efiect explains only L4% of the r,ariance. This might be one reason why there are so

many theories which pass this lenient criterion. It is only necessary to either await a

significant result n'ith an extremely high Type II error or to increase the sampie size.

O.4. Conclusion. We have long seen r:nwanted consequences with the current

significance methods and it is often stated that many are dissatisfied with it (e.g.,

Pitz. 1978. Rogers, Howard & Vessey, 1993). Here it will have been noticed, however.

that this paper has avoided many of the aspects involved in the significance test con-

troversy n'hich is as old as the discipiine of inferential statistics itself. Rather, it is

hoped that the principles which are stated will speak for themselves and that the dis-

cussion and search for better methods will be firrthered by this proposal which stands

on the belief that statistical induction depends on precise theoretical deduction.
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